Optelec Clearview 500 17” Low Vision Magnifier (CCTV)

Description
This is a desktop magnifier for students with a visual impairment. It includes multiple control options to tailor the magnifier to
work just right for you. It is set in one of our reduced distraction rooms where you can adjust the lighting and where you will
be able to work on your own.

Features











17” bright image monitor
Built in XY table
Auto focus
One touch zoom
Position locator
Monitor tilt
8 color selections
Contrast (positive and negative modes)
Adjustable brightness
Adjustable sharpening

Eye-Pal ROL Portable Scanner and Reader

Description
The Eye-Pal ROL is a portable electronic text-to-speech device for students who are blind or have another form of visual
impairment and any student who may benefit from having their test read aloud to them. You can read any printed material
and hear them read aloud just by scanning the text you wish to hear.

Features





Internal speakers
Adjustable volume
Adjustable speed
Adjustable reading voice or language

Logitech t650 Wireless Rechargeable Touchpad

Description
The Logitech t650 Wireless Rechargeable Touchpad is a 5.28 X 5.08 mouse pad for students using a computer who may
benefit from the flexible gestures allowed with this device. Unlike the standard computer mouse, this touchpad is a soft, flat
surface that responds to free and less rigid movement.

Features



13 customizable gestures (including vertical/horizontal scrolling, click, Window 8 start screen, Window 8 edge
gestures, pinch to zoom.
Large, glass touch surface for intuitive control

Franklin - Speaking Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary 11th Edition

Description
This dictionary is hand-held electronic reference for students who have been approved to use spell check or a dictionary to
complete writing assignments.

Features







Contains 500,000 definitions
Contains a thesaurus with 500,000 synonyms and antonyms
Speaks words and definitions from Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
Large display with adjustable font size
Pronounces words
5 – language translator

Extra Large Adjustable Wood Drawing and Sketching Board

Description
The 26” wide X 20-1/2” tall drawing board is for students who would benefit from completing an exam while working at a
desk space that is situated upright. This apparatus is portable and can be used in any of our three suites.

Features




6 adjustable settings from flat to a 80 degree angle
Extra-large working area
Sturdy pencil holding ledge and a drafting T-square

Perkins School for the Blind Brailler

Description
The Perkins School for the Blind Brailler is a durable braille writing machine used for reading, writing and math. Braille paper is
provided for students.

Features








Full right and left margin adjustments to accommodate any paper size and line centering
Round paper-feed knobs to enable easy paper loading and unloading
Fast response time between typing and output
Ergonomic design for easy of typing
Audible bell sound seven spaces before the end of the line
Carriage release, full horizontal movement between margin stops
Braille output confirms to American National Library Service for the Blind Size and Spacing Standard

8-Digit Low Vision Calculator (8 ½” X 11”)

Description
The 8 ½” X 11” caluclator is for students with low vision impariment. It provides the basic functions of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, square root, and percentages.

Features






Portable size
Enlarged, highly visable keypad (keys are 1” X ¾”)
Large display
8-digit
Solar powered

ZoomText Large-Print Keyboard

Description
The full-size ZoomText Keyboard is for students with visual impairments or low vision. It is structured with the standard
computer keyboard layout.

Features




Enlarged lettering
High contrast keys
ZoomText menu keys

Computer Software

Dragon NaturallySpeaking is a speech recognition program designed to allow users to dictate documents, send emails,
search the Internet, and to control their computer by the use of their voice. It provides new levels of personal productivity
with ease.
[Suite 1]

Kurzweil 3000 is a text-to-speech learning tool that makes reading, writing, test taking, and accessing a curriculum
accessible to all students. It is particularly appropriate for students with learning disabilities such as: dyslexia, those who
require reading intervention, students who are struggling with reading comprehension, and students of English as a second
language (ESL).
[Suite 1 and 3]

JAWS is a powerful accessibility tool that reads text on your screen using synthesized speech. JAWS provides many useful
commands that make it easier to use programs, edit documents, and read web pages.
[Suite 1]

ZoomText is a fully integrated magnification and screen reading program that enlarges, enhances, and reads aloud
everything on the computer screen.
[Suite 1 and 3]

Locations on campus where you can use software:





Woodward Technology Center, Main Lab (Lab 145)
Educational Resource Center, Assistive Technology Lab (Room 1114)
Student Center (Lab 1100)
Stenstrom Center for Career Education (Lab 161)

